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To all thom it may concern: 
Beit known that I, WILLIAM M. BECK, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Elwood, in the county of Madison and State 
of Indiana, have invented new and useful 
improvements in Track Devices for Auto 
matic Train. Controls, of which the following 
is a specification. 

This invention relates to track devices for 
cooperation with suitable devices carried by 
a train to automatically stop the train in 
time to prevent collisions and damages. 
The object of the invention is to provide 

a trip-device that may be operatively con 
is nected with the wires or rods as the case 

may be, used in block and other signaling 
devices whereby the trip will be set to actu 
ate a train device simultaneously with the 
Setting of the sight-signal, or which may 
be operated by its own mechanism, separate 
and distinct from any other. 
A further object is to provide a trip that 

Will go automatically to a position for op 
erating the train mechanism in the event 
that its operating wires or rods become acci 
dentally broken or too loose. . . . . . 

Another object is to provide means for so 
balancing the trip that its operation will 
require but a minimum of power, and the 
object also is to provide a simple, durable 
and inexpensive device, and to amply protect 
it from interference by rain, Snow and ice. 

accomplish the above and other objects 
which will hereinafter appear, by the mech 
anism illustrated in the accompanying draw 
ings, in which- ". . . . . . . . . . 

Fig. 1, is a top plan view of my trip-mech 
anism in unset or inoperative position. Fig. 
2, is a side elevation and vertical section 
taken on the line 2-2 of Fig. 1. This view 
shows the raised position of the trip in 
dotted lines. Fig. 3, is a fragment in side 
elevation of the mechanism of Fig. 1 in 
Araised position of the trip. Fig. 4, is a plan 
view of two railroad tracks crossing each 
other, and showing my invention installed 
along one of the tracks for operation with 
and by a derailing and signaling mechanism 
such as is now in common use. Fig. 5, is a 
side elevation showing the trip in raised 
position about to be contacted by the trip 
inember of a train device, and showing the 
trip-operative mechanism correspondingly 
arranged and partly hid by a protective 
housing...Fig. 6, is a turnbuckle for tighten 
ing wires and rods, and Fig. 7 is a plan view 

of a railway track and switch with my in 
vention so applied as to be moved by the 
Opening of the Switch in position for operat 
ing the train device. . " . . 

Like characters of reference indicate like 
60 

parts in the Several views of the drawings. 
Referring to Fig. 4 of the drawings which 

shows two tracks crossing each other at right 
angles, 8 are the track rails, and 9 the cross 
ties of both tracks. Near their crossing is 

5 

a signal-tower 10 and while the signaling 
and the trainstopping mechanism is dupli 
cated in practice for both tracks, I have only 
shown it for one of them, but desire it to be 
understood that the same mechanism is ap 
plied in practice to both tracks. A derail 
ing mechanism 11 of any suitable construc 
tion, Such as that now in common use, is 
Operated from the signal-tower by wires 12 

70 

5 
and 13 (or rods) actuating through suitably 
pivoted levers at 14, and said wires are con 
tinued to a near-by “home signal 15 and 
thence to a distant signal 16, all of which 
are of any usual or suitable construction, 
with which railroads in many States are 
now required by law to be equipped. These, 
however, are sometimes overlooked by the 
train-men, and should the engineer neglect 
a distant signal my track-device is prefer 
ably placed between it and the derailing 

80 

85. 

device far enough from the latter to stop 
the train before the train is derailed. . . . 
This device comprises a head 17 re 

Sembling a gable-roof in form, one or the 
other of the two oppositely sloping sides of 

90 

which will be contacted by a trip 18 carried 
by a passing train, when the head is moved 
into the path of the trip 18. Which one 
of the sloping sides is contacted with will 95 
depend upon the direction of travel of the 
train and the said sides will be elongated 
in a direction transversely of the track to 
prevent the train-trip missing the head be 
cause of variations in position of the trip O) 

by inaccurate original placing or caused by 
accident or the variable lateral movement or 
swing of the train. W 
The head 17 has a stem-plate 19 that 

makes a sliding fit between a pair of paral 
lel rigidly-held plates 20, 20. The said 

05 

plates are preferably forged or cast inte 
grally with a base-plate 21 which base-plate 
has integral fanges 22 and 23 that are par 
allel with the plates 20 and that are bolted to 
adjacent sides of a 

O 

pair of ties 24 and 25. 
Long enough ties are selected here to extend 
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beyond the rails 8 sufficiently far to support 
the device at the right distance away from 
said rails. Fillet flanges 26 are preferably 
formed between the plates 20 and their re 
spective flanges 22 and 23 to brace and 
strengthen the structure. 
The flange 23 has a journal-box 27 in 

which a rock-shaft 28 is mounted. This 
shaft 28 is supported by an additional box 

l 29 bolted to the tie 25, and mounted in a 
fixed manner, here shown as splined on the 
shaft 28, are the two arms 30 and 31. These 
arms are parallel to each other and have 
longitudinal slots 32 near their outer ends 

16 through which pins 33 are passed. The 
pins 33 have heads to keep the pins from be 
ing accidentally withdrawn from the slot 
and their stems are seated in the respective 
ends of the plate 19, whereby, by rocking 

20 shaft 28, the plate 19, and consequently its 
head 17, will be moved, within the limits 
permitted by the guide-plates 20, 20. A se 
ries of holes, 84 are provided for correspond 
ing adjustment of the pins 33 in the plate 

25, 19 by which adjustment the height to which 
the head may be raised is regulated. 
The outer end of the rock-shaft 28 car 

ries a cross-arm 35 which has end-holes 
through which connections are so made with 

80 the respective wires 12 and 13 that the cross 
arm is moved to rock the shaft 28 by the pull shaf " ... O prising a pivot for each arm connecting delivered through said wires. . 
An arm 36, fixed on the outer end of the 

shaft 28, has a weight 37 slidingly adjust 
35 able on it and retained in a given position by 

a set-screw 39. By moving the weight the 
head may be so nearly balanced as to re 
quire only a small pull on the wires 12 and 

... 13 to raise it, and preferably still so much 
40 overweighted that the weight 37 will auto 

matically raise the head 17 and hold it in 
raised position in case, of an accidental 
breaking of the wires. This will insure 
Safety and also call attention to the broken 

45 wires. 
In the operation of my invention, the wires 

12 and 13 will be actuated by the man in the 
signal-tower in setting the block signals and 
the usual safety mechanism, and the move 

50 ment of said wires acting on the cross-arm 
85 (to which the wires are attached) rocks 
the shaft 28 in a direction to raise the head 
17 to the position shown in full lines in 
Fig. 5, and in dotted lines in Fig. 2. The 

55 wires 12 and 13 are kept taut by turnbuckles 
40. A reverse movement of the control 
lever by the man at the signal-tower will 
lower the head 17. . . 
The plate 19 and its guides 20 and the 

60 arms 30 and 31 are protected from rain and 
Snow by a sheet metal housing 41, the roof 
of which has two angular raised portions 42 
each terminating with a flange that is se 
cured to one of the plates 20. Flange ex 

65 tensions 43 rest upon and are nailed to the 

before it reaches the switch. 

tops of the respective ties. Sides 44 make 
a tight fit against the base-plate 21 and 
flanges 22 and 23 and any liquid that may 
enter the closure thus made is drained out 
through a vent-cock 45 (Fig. 5) that has 
only discharge in an outward direction and 
keeps the closure drained of water and Se 
cure against interference in operation of the 
parts due to freezing. . . . . 

In the modification shown in Fig. 7 the 
above-described track-device is operated by 
wires 46 and 47 attached to cross-arms that 
are connected by rods with the usual switch 
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lever 48 operated by a manually moved arm. 
49. When the switch is open for a train 
to take it and the train fails to slow down 
properly my track-device, set at a suitable 
distance away, brings the train to a stop 
My invention may be located on either 

side of a track outside of the rails or be 
tween the rails, and it may be set directly on 
the ties or elevated, and it may be modified 
in SO many Ways in form and dimensions 
that I do not desire to be held strictly to 
required by the appended claims. 

claim: - 

the showing here made, or any more than is 

1. In a device for the purposes specified, a 
head to contact with a train-member, a rock 
shaft having one or more arms, means com 
Same with the head, manually operated 
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means for rocking the shaft to move the 
head into the path of the train-member and 
adjustable means for varying the projection 
of the head into the path of the train-de 
WCe. 

the combination with a train-device of an 
elongated gable-shaped head having its ga 

2. In a device for the purposes specified, 

100 

105. 

ble-end toward the railroad track, an ex 
tension in the opposite direction from the 
convergence of the gable, a rock-shaft, 
means connecting the shaft and head exten 
sion to move the head in and out of the path 
of the train-device, means for rocking the 
shaft and adjustable means for varying the 
train-device. ... ." . . . . . . 

8. In a device for the purposes specified, 
the combination with a train-device of a 

projection of the head into the path of the 

head with oppositely sloping sides, a head 
extension, a rock-shaft, aims carried by the 
shaft, means connecting the head extension 
With the arms to reciprocate the head when 
the shaft is rocked, means comprising an adjustable weight for counterbalancing the 
head, and means for rocking the shaft. 

4. In a device for the purposes specified, 
the combination with a train-device of a 
head, a stem, a rock-shaft, an arm or arms 
carried by the shaft each arm having a lon 
gitudinal slot, a pivot pin in the stem pass 
ing through each arm slot, and manually 
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operated means for rocking the shaft and 
adjustable means for varying the projection 
of the head into the path of the train-de 
WCe. 

5. In a device for the purposes specified, 
a head, a stem, guides for the stem, a rock 
shaft having one or more arms, means con 
necting the latter with the stem to recipro 
cate the stem and head when the shaft is 
rocked, manually operative means for rock 
ing the shaft and automatic means for mov 
ing the shaft to position in the path of a 
train-device when the manual means is 
broken and inoperative. 

6. In a device for the purposes specified, 
the combination with a train-device, of a 
head, a stem, guides for the stem, a rock 
shaft, means connecting the rock-shaft with 
the stem to raise and lower the head in the 
guides by the rocking of the shaft and ad 
justable means on the shaft comprising a 
weight for counter-balancing the weight of 
the head and stem, and means for rocking 
the shaft. 

7. In a device for the purposes specified, 
the combination with a train-device, of a 
head, a stem, guides for the stem, a rock 
shaft, one or more arms on the rock-shaft 
having longitudinal slots, pivot pins car 
ried by the stem and entering the slots in 
the arms, manually operated means for rock 
ing the shaft, and an arm on the shaft hav 

R 

ing an adjustable weight thereon to counter 
balance the head and stem. 

8. In a device for the purposes specified, 
a head having oppositely sloping sides, said 
sides being at right angles to a railroad 
track by which the device is placed and said 
head having undercut recesses under each 
sloping side, means for guiding the head, 
means for reciprocating the head on said 
guides, and a housing under the head to pro 

f0 

tect the guides and reciprocating means 
from rain and snow, said housing having an 
extension entering the undercuts in the head 
in the retracted position of the head. 

9. In a device for the purposes specified, 
the combination with a train-device of a 
head with oppositely sloping sides, said 
head being elongated in directions opposite 
to the slope of its sides, a stem integral with 
the head, guides receiving the stem with a 
close moving fit, a rock-shaft, one or more 
arms on the rock-shaft, means connecting 
the arms with the stem of the head to re 
ciprocate the stem and head and move the 
head in and out of the path of the train 
device when the shaft is rocked, adjustable 
means for varying the projection of the 
head into the path of the train-device, and 
means for rocking the shaft. 
Signed at Indianapolis, Indiana, this 10th 

day of March, 1923. 
WILLIAM M. BECK. 
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